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Abstract
Background: Chronic lung infection with Pseudomonas aeruginosa is a major contributor to morbidity, mortality and
premature death in cystic fibrosis. A new paradigm for managing such infections is needed, as are relevant and translatable
animal models to identify and test concepts. We sought to improve on limitations associated with existing models of
infection in small animals through developing a lung segmental model of chronic Pseudomonas infection in sheep.
Methodology/Principal Findings: Using local lung instillation of P. aeruginosa suspended in agar beads we were able to
demonstrate that such infection led to the development of a suppurative, necrotising and pyogranulomatous pneumonia
centred on the instilled beads. No overt evidence of organ or systemic compromise was apparent in any animal during the
course of infection. Infection persisted in the lungs of individual animals for as long as 66 days after initial instillation.
Quantitative microbiology applied to bronchoalveolar lavage fluid derived from infected segments proved an insensitive
index of the presence of significant infection in lung tissue (.104 cfu/g).
Conclusions/Significance: The agar bead model of chronic P. aeruginosa lung infection in sheep is a relevant platform to
investigate both the pathobiology of such infections as well as novel approaches to their diagnosis and therapy. Particular
ethical benefits relate to the model in terms of refining existing approaches by compromising a smaller proportion of the
lung with infection and facilitating longitudinal assessment by bronchoscopy, and also potentially reducing animal numbers
through facilitating within-animal comparisons of differential therapeutic approaches.
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Introduction
With about 80% of CF adults being chronically infected with
Pseudomonas aeruginosa in the respiratory and conducting zones of
the lungs [1] this pathogen is recognized as being a major
contributor to morbidity, mortality and premature death in this
disease. Patients often become infected with Pseudomonas from a
young age [2] – with initial isolates resembling those found in the
environment – generally non-mucoid strains that are susceptible to
antibiotic therapy. With time, these strains adapt to the
environment of the CF lung – becoming mucoid, developing
biofilms, and becoming relatively resistant to antibiotic therapy
[3].
Whilst current treatment for patients with Pseudomonas infection
revolves around the use of inhaled and systemic antibiotics it is
clear that once chronic infection is established no antibiotic is
capable of eradicating it. As recently highlighted by Hurley et al
(2012) [4] a new paradigm for the management of chronic
pulmonary infection with Pseudomonas aeruginosa in CF is clearly
needed. Whilst new antibiotics that exploit novel mechanisms of
action are largely conspicuous by their absence from the current
drug development pipeline, the use of adjunct therapies that
promote the effectiveness of existing antibiotics hold clinical
potential. Such adjuncts include quorum sensing inhibitors, lectin
inhibitors and iron chelators – all directed towards controlling the
expression of virulence factors, efflux pump modulators, resistance
gene expression inhibitors, bacteriophages and endolysins – all
directed towards limiting the development of resistance, and lastly
immunisation and immunotherapeutic strategies [4].
Whether in the context of antibiotic, gene or adjunct therapies
there is wide recognition of the benefits associated with directly
targeting the air-tissue interface through aerosol delivery [5–7]. As
such it is clearly important to study novel therapeutic approaches
using animal model systems that are anatomically and physiolog-
ically relevant models of the human lung, and that appropriately
mimic the chronic aspect of infection whilst permitting the
evaluation of therapies in a clinically relevant context.
Our group has extensive experience of modelling the delivery of
gene therapy vectors to the healthy respiratory epithelium using
the sheep as a model system [8–11]. This work, conducted within
the framework of the UK CF Gene Therapy Consortium, has
culminated in the largest CF clinical gene therapy trial of its kind,
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currently underway. Our focus on using the sheep in this context
was borne out of the realisation that small rodents are a poor
model for human lung anatomy and physiology and that this
deficiency is magnified when the complexities associated with
aerosol delivery are taken into consideration.
The presence of airway pathology associated with chronic
infection in cystic fibrosis may add a further barrier to achieving
gene expression following gene delivery and it is entirely
appropriate both to characterise the likely impact of such
pathology on gene delivery and to consider means and methods
to circumvent or augment expression in this context. These aims
are particularly relevant in the context of reports highlighting the
impact of pulmonary infection with P. aeruginosa on transfection
mediated by viral and nonviral vectors [12,13]. Clearly the
aforementioned limitations of small animal models are equally
pertinent in this context and there is a real need to develop
alternative models to complement and extend these systems
towards developing more effective therapeutic options for Pseudo-
monas infection in the lung.
We present data relating to the characterisation of a novel
model of chronic Pseudomonas infection in the ovine lung. In line
with previous implementations in other species, our strategy
involved the suspension of P. aeruginosa bacteria in agar beads and
the subsequent bronchoscopic instillation of these beads into the
distal lung. By tailoring the infective dose we were able to generate
a chronic infection in multiple lung segments of the same animals
without eliciting any clinical evidence of systemic or respiratory
compromise. Presence of infection was maintained for at least two
months in individual lung segments. The relationship between
infectivity as measured in bronchoalveolar lavage fluid from
affected segments and infection present in the same lung segment
tissue at necropsy was also explored and highlighted the difficulty
of accurately monitoring lung infection in vivo – information highly
relevant to the design of clinical trials.
Materials and Methods
Animals
Ten commercially sourced 10 month-old crossbred lambs
(bodyweight: 40.5 kg [35–45] Median [range]) were included in
this study. Animals were housed for the duration of the study and
otherwise maintained according to normal standards of farm
animal husbandry. The sheep were treated with anthelminthic
before the study began and underwent a preliminary baseline
examination involving bronchoscopic visualisation and broncho-
alveolar lavage under gaseous anaesthesia immediately prior to
treatment to confirm the absence of pre-existing pulmonary
disease.
Experimental design
An initial protocol was designed to characterise the distal lung
response to local lung instillation of agar beads alone. Four lung
segments in each of two sheep (DR1 & DR2) were instilled with
5 ml agar bead suspension, and the cellular response measured 3,
7, 14 and 21 days later by sampling bronchoalveolar lavage fluid
from both an instilled and a control (non-instilled) lung segment.
The lungs from these sheep were available for gross examination
84 days after agar bead instillation. Thereafter, following an initial
dose-response experiment involving instillations of 16107, 16108
and 16109 cfu P. aeruginosa suspended in agar beads, and
instillation of agar beads alone, into separate lung segments of
the same sheep and evaluation one and three days after infection
(DR4) the protocol was extended to compare, again within
individual animals, a single lung instillation of 16109 cfu (in two
separate lung segments), and instillation of agar beads alone, with
that of a repeated instillation (in a further two segments), with the
repeat instillations being given three days after the initial
instillation, and evaluation six days after the initial instillation
(DR6). This protocol was repeated with an instilled dose 2.56109
cfu (DR8). The period of evaluation was extended to ten days after
the initial instillation in three sheep instilled with either 26109 cfu
(DR11) or 2.56109 cfu (DR7 & DR19) P. aeruginosa cfu. Lastly, the
chronicity of infection was investigated in two sheep following a
similar protocol but with evaluation 31 (DR12) and 66 (DR18)
days after the initial instillation. Details of the protocols, as applied
to individual sheep are presented in table 1.
Anaesthesia
Food was withheld for 12 hours prior to anaesthesia. General
anaesthesia was induced with an intravenous injection of 6–8 mg/
kg propofol (Fresenius propofol, 1%, Fresenius Kabi Ltd) and
maintained under anaesthesia using positive pressure ventilation
(Model 708; Harvard Apparatus, Millis, MA) with a 50:50 mixture
of oxygen and nitrous oxide and 1–3% isoflurane. Tidal volume
was adjusted to 10 ml/kg bodyweight and respiratory rate set to
maintain end-tidal CO2 in the range 4.5–5.5%.
Bronchoscopic secretion scoring
A bronchoscope (FG-16X; Pentax, Englewood, CO, USA) was
advanced down the trachea and mainstem bronchi and then into the
relevant segmental bronchi to enable bronchoscopic scoring
according to published method [14].
Lung instillation
The bronchoscope was advanced towards preselected lung
segments and a sterile catheter (OD: 1.8 mm) advanced through
the biopsy channel such that it could be visualised in its distal
progression to a wedge point and thereafter retracted ,5 mm in
order to avoid forming a seal with the surrounding airway surface.
The instilled volume (2.5 ml in all instances) was very gradually
introduced into the distal lung segment and followed by a slow
bolus of air. Thereafter the bronchoscope was removed from the
lung, at all times visualising the airway serving the subtended
segment to confirm absence of reflux of instilled material.
Ethics statement
All experimental protocols were reviewed and approved by the
local Roslin Institute ethical review process (The Roslin Institute
Animal Welfare and Ethics Committee) and were subject to the
provisions of the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986. During
the course of the experimental protocols the animals were assessed
on a daily basis for any evidence of adverse effects relating to the
procedures involved.
P. aeruginosa culture and bead preparation
P. aeruginosa embedded beads were prepared by adapting a
published method (12) for use in the sheep model. P. aeruginosa
mucoid strain PA0579 (a mucoid variant of clinical strain PAO381
isolated using carbenicillin selection [15], supplied by Prof. J.
Govan, University of Edinburgh) was grown overnight at 37uC in
20 ml nutrient broth (Oxoid) containing 0.5% yeast extract, then
made up to 800 ml and incubated for 4 hours until an OD
600 nm of around 0.8 was reached. Broth culture was centrifuged
for 20 minutes at 3000 g then 2 ml of bacterial pellet suspension
was mixed with 18 ml molten Tryptic Soy Agarose (15%
Tryptone soya broth (Oxoid CM012a), 5% Peptone from soybean
meal (Fluka 70178), 5% Sodium chloride, 15% Agarose (Sigma
Ovine Model of Chronic Pseudomonas Lung Infection
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A6877) then steadily injected into rapidly stirring heavy mineral oil
(Sigma 330760) pre-warmed to 50uC and containing 0.01% Span
80 (Sigma 09569). Beads were formed by continual stirring for
6 minutes followed by stirring at 4uC for 20 minutes. Mineral oil
was removed by centrifugation of beads at 3000 g with 0.5%
Sodium deoxycholate (SDC) in PBS then 0.25% SDC in
phosphate buffered saline (PBS). Unbound bacteria were removed
by centrifugation at 200 g for 5 minutes in sterile PBS. The final
loosely packed beads were mixed with an equal volume of sterile
PBS and bacterial cfu/ml was calculated by plating out 100 ml
dilutions of 1 ml homogenised bead slurry onto Pseudomonas
Isolation Agar (PIA)(Sigma). Particle sizing of bead preparations
(n = 3; LS230, Beckman Coulter, Inc., USA) indicated that bead
size averaged 151 mm (SD 104 mm).
Bronchial brush biopsy
A bronchoscope (FG-16X; Pentax, Englewood, CO, USA) was
advanced down the trachea and mainstem bronchi and then into
the relevant segmental bronchi until the predefined area selected
for brushing was identified. The bronchial brush (BC-202D-2010;
Olympus Medical Systems, Tokyo, Japan) was then advanced
through the biopsy channel of the bronchoscope, the sheath
retracted and the brush applied to the epithelial mucosal surface.
By advancing and retracting the brush in contact with the mucosa,
a sample of epithelial lining cells was obtained. The bronchial
brush biopsy (BBr) sample was vigorously agitated into 1 ml ice
cold sterile PBS and stored on ice. A 10 ml sample was removed
and checked microscopically for the presence of beads. The
remaining sample was homogenised and bacterial load assessed as
previously.
Table 1. Details of the experimental protocol as applied to the individual sheep used in the present study.
Lung segment
Sheep Day Description RA RC RVD2 RCD LC LVD2 LCD
DR4 0 Initial instillation 16108 cfu 16107 cfu 16109 cfu Agarose
1 in vivo assessment BBr BBr BBr BBr BBr
3 PME BBr/BAL BBr/BAL BBr/BAL BBr/BAL BBr/BAL
DR6 0 Initial instillation 16109 cfu 16109 cfu 16109 cfu 16109 cfu Agarose
3 in vivo assessment & repeat
instillation
16109 cfu BAL BAL 16109 cfu
6 PME BAL BAL BAL BAL BAL
DR7 0 Initial instillation 2.56109 cfu 2.56109 cfu 2.56109 cfu 2.56109 cfu 2.56109 cfu 2.56109 cfu
3 in vivo assessment & repeat
instillation
2.56109 cfu BAL 2.56109 cfu BAL 2.56109 cfu 2.56109 cfu
10 PME BAL Infl. fixed BAL BAL BAL BAL BAL
DR8 0 Initial instillation 2.56109 cfu 2.56109 cfu 2.56109 cfu 2.56109 cfu
3 in vivo assessment & repeat
instillation
2.56109 cfu BAL BAL 2.56109 cfu
6 PME BAL BAL BAL BAL BAL BAL
DR11 0 Initial instillation 26109 cfu 26109 cfu 26109 cfu 26109 cfu 26109 cfu 26109 cfu
3 in vivo assessment & repeat
instillation
BAL/26109 cfu 26109 cfu BAL 26109 cfu 26109 cfu
10 PME BAL BAL Infl. fixed BAL BAL BAL BAL
DR19 0 Initial instillation 2.56109 cfu 2.56109 cfu 2.56109 cfu 2.56109 cfu 2.56109 cfu 2.56109 cfu
3 in vivo assessment & repeat
instillation
2.56109 cfu BAL 2.56109 cfu BAL 2.56109 cfu 2.56109 cfu
10 PME BAL Infl. fixed BAL BAL/fixed
for EM
BAL BAL BAL
DR12 0 Initial instillation 26109 cfu 26109 cfu 26109 cfu 26109 cfu 26109 cfu 26109 cfu
3 in vivo assessment & repeat
instillation
26109 cfu BAL 26109 cfu BAL 26109 cfu 26109 cfu
31 PME BAL Infl. fixed BAL BAL BAL BAL BAL
DR18 0 Initial instillation 2.56109 cfu 2.56109 cfu 2.56109 cfu 2.56109 cfu 2.56109 cfu 2.56109 cfu
3 in vivo assessment & repeat
instillation
2.56109 cfu BAL 2.56109 cfu BAL 2.56109 cfu 2.56109 cfu
66 PME BAL Infl. fixed BAL BAL BAL BAL BAL
The lung segment nomenclature is as follows: RA – Right apical; RC – Right cardiac; RVD2 and RCD – Right ventral diaphragmatic 2 and Right caudal diaphragmatic
(corresponding to the lateral and dorsal basal segments of the right diaphragmatic lobe respectively); LC – Left cardiac (corresponding to the cardiac segment of the
apico-cardiac lobe); LVD2 and LCD – Left ventral diaphragmatic 2 and Left caudal diaphragmatic (corresponding to the lateral and dorsal basal segments of the
diaphragmatic lobe respectively). The detailed specification of the lung instillates are as described in the materials and methods. Assessment techniques employed
included bronchial brush biopsy (BBr) and bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL). During post mortem examination (PME) some segments were inflation fixed (Infl.fixed) with
10% formaldehyde to facilitate histological assessment, or 3% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M Sodium cacodylate buffer for electron microscopy.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0067677.t001
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Bronchoalveolar lavage
The bronchoscope was wedged in selected segmental bronchi.
Two 20 ml aliquots of PBS (Sigma D8537) were used to collect
BALF from selected lung segments. BALF samples were placed
into sterile Falcon tubes and immediately placed on ice until
subsequent analysis. Five millilitres of BALF was removed and
centrifuged at 400 g for seven minutes to separate out the cellular
fraction. The resultant pellet was re-suspended in sterile PBS and
the total cell number counted before subsequent preparation of
cytospins for differential cytology. Cells were counted using a
Neubauer haemocytometer and values expressed per millilitre
BALF. Cyto-centrifuge slides were prepared and stained using
Leishman stain for differential counts on 500 cells. Cells were
classified as neutrophils, macrophages, eosinophils, lymphocytes or
mast cells according to standard morphological criteria. The
remaining BALF was used for assessment of bacterial load.
Necropsy
Following euthanasia by intravenous injection of baribiturate, the
heart and lungs were carefully removed from the carcase following
standard necropsy protocols before the heart was dissected away and
the lungs presented for further sampling and analysis. The trachea
and right and left major bronchi were carefully opened along their
dorsal aspect to expose the primary bronchial entrance to each lung
segment of interest. Sterile polyethylene tubes were inserted in turn,
into each lung segment bronchus until a wedge point was achieved.
Thereafter 40 ml sterile PBS (Sigma D8537) was instilled recovered
and handled following the same principles employed during
bronchoalveolar lavage under anaesthesia. Naı¨ve (no intervention)
and control (saline or agar instilled) lung segments were always
sampled prior to handling segments previously exposed to Pseudo-
monas and all efforts were directed towards minimising the potential
for cross-contamination between lung segments. Lung segments
were carefully isolated by gross dissection from surrounding lung
tissue before being separately examined and further dissected by
parallel transverse sectioning along the plane of the subsegmental
bronchus into ,1cm thick lung slices. Photographic images of the
lung slices were collected. Samples were collected for histological
evaluation and for assessing the degree of Pseudomonas infection. In
the latter regard, where gross changes were commonly identified in
the segments instilled with Pseudomonas, effort was directed towards
ensuring that both normal and grossly abnormal tissue was included
in samples destined for further evaluation.
Histopathology
Following formalin fixation lung tissue specimens were paraffin
wax embedded and processed following standard protocols and
tissue sections prepared and stained with haematoxylin and eosin
for qualitative histopathological assessment. In some instances
(indicated in table 1) lung segments were inflation fixed with
formalin in order to optimise conditions for histomorphological
assessment. Detailed histological assessment was applied to lung
sections derived from sheep DR4, DR6, DR7, DR11 and DR19,
evaluated at ten days, DR12, evaluated at 31 days, and DR18,
evaluated sixty-six days after initial lung infection. Sections within
sheep were blinded to the assessor.
Electron microscopy
For transmission electron microscopy, samples were fixed in 3%
glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M Sodium Cacodylate buffer, pH 7.3, for
2 hours then washed in three 10 minute changes of 0.1 M Sodium
Cacodylate. Following post-fixing in 1% Osmium Tetroxide in
0.1 M Sodium Cacodylate for 45 minutes, the samples were again
washed in three 10 minute changes of 0.1 M Sodium Cacodylate
buffer. The samples were then dehydrated in 50%, 70%, 90% and
100% normal grade acetones for 10 minutes each, then a further
two 10-minute changes in analar acetone before embedding in
araldite resin. Sections, 1 mm thick were cut on a Reichert OMU4
ultramicrotome (Leica Microsystems (UK) Ltd, Milton Keynes),
stained with Toluidine Blue and viewed in a light microscope to
select suitable areas for investigation. Ultrathin sections, 60 nm thick
were cut from selected areas, stained in Uranyl Acetate and Lead
Citrate then viewed in a Phillips CM120 Transmission electron
microscope (FEI UK Ltd, Cambridge, England). Images were taken
on a Gatan Orius CCD camera (Gatan UK, Oxon, England).
FISH
Paraffin wax embedded sections were dewaxed in 2 changes of
xylene followed by 2 changes of 100% ethanol, 96% ethanol and
three washes in RNase free water. Slides were air-dried then
hybridised for 90 minutes at 55uC with E.coli/P.aeruginosa PNA
FISH probe (AdvanDx KT007) using an Hybaid Omnislide in situ
hybridisation system. Coverslips were removed and slides briefly
washed at 55uC in RNase free water followed by 30 minute wash in
wash buffer (AdvandDx). Images were taken with a Nikon EC1
confocal microscope with EZC1 software. Samples of P. aeruginosa
bacteria air-dried on slides were used as positive controls for the
assay.
Pseudomonas infection level
Tissue samples were stored on ice and then finely chopped
under sterile conditions. 300 mg of tissue was weighed and placed
into Lysing Matrix D tubes (MP Biomedicals 6913–500) contain-
ing 600 ml sterile PBS. Samples were homogenised using a
Fastprep FP120 (Thermo Electron) with 3 bursts of 20 seconds
at setting 6.0 and 5 minute incubation on ice between each
homogenisation step. Equal volumes of BALF samples were
centrifuged for 10 minutes at 2700 g and each pellet re-suspended
in 1 ml sterile ice-cold PBS. BALF pellets and BBr samples were
then homogenised as for the tissue samples. Bacterial load was
assessed from all samples by preparation of 10 fold dilutions in ice-
cold PBS and 100 ml of chosen dilutions spread on PIA plates and
incubated overnight at 37uC. Bacterial counts were calculated by
manual counting of colony forming units, multiplication by the
dilution factor, and a further 10 fold, to allow for 100 ml inoculum
to give a final count in cfu/ml.
Statistical approach
Summary statistics are quoted in the form (Median [range]).
Where opportunities to compare paired data sets arose the non-
parametric Wilcoxon signed rank procedure was employed. Log
transformation was employed as appropriate in order to examine
the degree of association and determine the linear relationship
between variables (eg BAL cfu/ml, and lesion- and non-lesion cfu)
using regression analysis. Spearman’s rank order correlation
analysis was applied to determining the significance of association
between such variables. Statistical software (Minitab 16 Statistical
Software, Minitab Inc., State College, PA, USA) and a spreadsheet
package (Microsoft Excel, Microsoft, Redmond, Washington) were
used in statistical analysis and data visualisation.
Results
Data from the two sheep subjected to agar instillation alone
(DR1 & DR2) indicated that there was virtually no cellular
infiltrate as a consequence of instillation. Median [range] total cell
counts (6106) in BALF from the agar-instilled segments were 6.27
Ovine Model of Chronic Pseudomonas Lung Infection
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[4.64–7.90], 5.35 [4.16–6.54], 5.60 [4.02–7.18] and 7.62 [5.74–
9.44] at day 3, 7, 14 and 21 after instillation respectively, which
compared with values of 4.83 [4.04–5.62], 5.04 [3.60–6.48], 4.93
[4.00–5.86] and 5.34 [3.66–7.02] obtained at the same time from
non-instilled control lung segments.
All sheep tolerated the procedures well with no overt evidence
of systemic malaise, nor evidence of respiratory compromise such
as tachypnoea, dyspnoea or coughing. Appetite was maintained
throughout. Six of the eight sheep gained weight during the study
(3.5 kg [1–9]) whilst two (DR7 and DR8) demonstrated a slight
weight loss (23 and22 kg respectively, amounting to 7 and 5% of
their respective starting weights). There was no significant change
in body temperature between baseline measurements (39.2 [38.6–
39.6]) and day 3 (39.4 [38.9–39.6]), the time of the second
instillation (p = 0.059, Wilcoxon signed rank test). Thereafter low
numbers precluded statistical analysis between time points but
visual appraisal of the changes in body temperature during the
course of each individual protocol indicated that any changes were
very minor i.e. within 1uC.
As the opportunity to examine the trachea and bronchial tree
bronchoscopically was afforded immediately prior to instillation
and at day 3 following instillation for all sheep, the absence or
presence of grossly visible secretions was semi-quantitatively scored
by following the scheme of Chang et al (2006) [14]. Figure 1
demonstrates the differences (Pre – Post) in scores paired by lung
segment within sheep and categorised according to whether the
segment was instilled with Pseudomonas or served as a control
(although not included in Table 1, segments RVD1 and LVD1
were also included in the scoring protocol). Figure 1 indicates that
instillation with Pseudomonas results in a small but highly significant
increase in bronchial secretion score in the treated segments at day
3 following instillation (d0: 1 [1–2] and d3: 1.5 [1–3]; p = 0.000,
Wilcoxon signed rank test). No significant change in bronchial
secretion score was apparent in the control segments (d0: 1 [1–2]
and d3: 1 [1–2]; p = 0.789, Wilcoxon signed rank test).
At necropsy examination, it was usually possible to identify
treated lung segments on the basis of their visually abnormal
appearance (Figure 2B). Typically, infected segments were slightly
swollen and had a firmer consistency than surrounding lung and
showed variation in colour – sometimes appearing paler,
sometimes darker, than the normal lung. In some instances there
was evidence of pleural oedema and fibrous tag formation over the
affected segment (Figure 2C). In some instances adhesions between
the pleural surface and chest wall were apparent. The cut surface
of affected segments demonstrated changes that ranged from deep
red consolidation to focal areas of firm, pale fibrotic tissue proud of
the surrounding lung, to abscesses with variable centres of
haemorrhage, necrosis and/or cavitation (Figure 2D, E). Whilst
these observations were generally consistent with exposure to
bacteria, the co-association was not absolute and in some instances
there was little or no gross evidence of pathology to consider.
Abnormalities could be appreciated in the gross appearance of
some lung segments from DR18, the sheep with the longest
duration of infection. In particular there was evidence of pleural
oedema and fibrin tag formation overlying and spreading from
some of the infected segments. These findings contrasted with the
essentially normal gross appearance of the lungs from sheep
previously instilled with agar beads alone (DR1 & DR2)
(Figure 2F).
Histological appraisal of infected lung segments from sheep
DR4 and DR6 (d3 and d6 PME respectively, Table 1) indicated
the presence of mild to moderate multifocal pyogranulomatous
and suppurative pneumonia typically centred on eosinophilic agar
beads. The beads were usually superimposed with granular to
slightly filamentous basophilic material (presumed bacterial
microcolonies). Additional findings in infected segments concerned
the presence of moderate multifocal bronchial associated lym-
phoid tissue (BALT) hyperplasia and focal haemorrhage. Mild to
moderate BALT hyperplasia and patchy atelectasis was noted in
the lung segments instilled with agar beads alone.
Histological appraisal of lung segments from sheep DR7, DR11
and DR19 (d10 PME, Table 1) indicated that Pseudomonas bead
instillation was associated with the development of a severe,
multifocal, pyogranulomatous, suppurative and necrotising pneu-
monia centred on the instilled beads. To exemplify, changes
present in segment RC from sheep DR7 were characterised by the
large scale obliteration of the alveolar spaces by multifocal,
sometimes coalescing or cavitated, variably sized pyogranulomas
which consisted of large central cores of necrotic and viable
neutrophils mixed with granular eosinophilic cell debris and
surrounded by moderate to large numbers of macrophages, with
fewer lymphocytes and plasma cells (Figure 3a). The macrophages
ranged from finely vacuolated to epithelioid, the relative propor-
tions tending to vary with area examined. Some pyogranulomas
were discrete but there was also more expansive effacement of lung
parenchyma. The pyogranulomas were often bordered by
granulation tissue and fibrosis (Figure 3b) which, in some areas,
obscured the border between lung parenchyma and pleura,
effaced the pleura and extended to adjacent extra-pulmonary
(pericardial) fat. The granulation tissue also blended with
anastomosing trabeculae of slightly oedematous fibrous connective
tissue which accentuated the lung lobules. Agar beads could be
identified scattered throughout, most notably within the pyogra-
nulomas, and some of these structures were fractured, contained
numerous colonies of bacteria and were rimmed or invaded by
neutrophils and/or macrophages (Figure 3e). Within the inflamed
areas, some bronchioles were lined by increased numbers of
epithelial cells, indicative of hyperplasia. The few recognisable
alveolar spaces which remained contained oedema and fibrin and
Figure 1. Bronchial secretion scoring. Boxplot illustrating the
differences (Pre – Post) in bronchoscopic secretion scores paired by
lung segment within sheep and categorised according to whether the
segment was instilled with Pseudomonas or served as a control
(although not included in Table 1, segments RVD1 and LVD1 were
also included in the scoring protocol). Instillation with Pseudomonas
resulted in a small but highly significant increase in bronchial secretion
score in the treated segments at day 3 following instillation (d0: 1
(median) [1–2] (range) and d3: 1.5 [1–3]; p = 0.000, Wilcoxon signed rank
test). No significant change in bronchial secretion score was apparent in
the control segments (d0: 1 [1–2] and d3: 1 [1–2]; p = 0.789, Wilcoxon
signed rank test).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0067677.g001
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there were also peripheral areas of haemorrhage. In similarly
treated lung segments from the same sheep (RCD, LVD2 and
LCD) there were changes consistent with these observations with,
in addition, interlobular septal fibrosis and oedema that extended
to the pleural surface (Figure 3c). In LVD2 the pleura was also
thickened by granulation tissue. Changes within similarly treated
Figure 2. Gross necropsy features of chronic Pseudomonas lung infection in sheep. The lungs of sheep DR11, killed ten days after initial
endobronchial instillation with Pseudomonas aeruginosa, were broadly indicative of the changes seen in response to infection. Whilst details of the
infection protocol are to be found in table 2, the schematic diagram (A) illustrates the anatomical position of the various lung segments together with
one or two orange stars to reflect whether a segment received one (on d0, RC and LC) or two (on d0 and d3, RVD2, RCD, LVD2 and LCD) instillations
with P. aeruginosa. The appearance of the lungs at necropsy (B)(dorsal aspect, heart removed) reflected the instillation schedule with the segments
receiving two instillations showing abnormalities in gross appearance. In addition there was evidence of pleural thickening with oedema and fibrosis
over segment RCD (C). The cut surface of segment RCD contained areas of haemorrhage and necrosis within forming abscesses (2D). The gross
appearance of the cut surface of an inflation fixed lung segment (E)(RVD2) illustrates the nature of these destructive cavitations and their size relative
to the cross-sectional area of the segment. The gross appearance of lungs from sheep in which segments (outlined) were instilled with agar beads
alone was considered essentially normal at day 84 post instillation (F).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0067677.g002
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segments of sheep DR11 and DR19 were broadly consistent with
the above with, in addition, patchy thickening of the alveolar walls
by macrophages and plump lining epithelial cells, compatible with
type II pneumocyte hypertrophy (LVD2, DR11) and follicular
expansion of BALT surrounding bronchioles. Whilst histological
features of control segment RA from DR19 were within normal
limits, BALT hyperplasia with formation of germinal centres was a
feature of the control segment (RA) from sheep DR11 (Figure 3h),
as were interlobular septal oedema and lymphangiectasia. In the
control segment (RA) from sheep DR7 there was also interlobular
septal oedema which extended into the pleura, accompanied by
neovascularisation and small numbers of lymphocytes, plasma cells
and neutrophils. The pleura of this segment was covered by a thick
layer of fibrin admixed with more numerous neutrophils and
macrophages. The pleural mesothelial cell layer was either effaced
or the cells that remained were hypertrophic. The subpleural
parenchyma featured a band of type II pneumocyte hypertrophy.
Randomly scattered and more discrete pyogranulomas were also a
central feature of the changes present at day 31 in segments
treated with Pseudomonas (DR12). These pyogranulomas were
largely characterised by tight nests of epithelioid macrophages
swirling around central clusters of neutrophils. Epithelioid
macrophages were the predominant cell type present whereas
neutrophils were present in much lower numbers relative to the
changes seen at day 10. Beads were identifiable in the parenchyma
but also in the bronchioles where they were often surrounded or
infiltrated by small numbers of neutrophils and multinucleated
giant cells (Figure 3f). Some of the granulomas were circumscribed
by circumferential rings of fibroblasts and collagen, consistent with
fibroplasia and fibrosis. BALT hyperplasia also featured as did
interlobular septal fibrosis which extended from the pleural
surface. The fibrosis was also a significant feature of segment
RVD2 (challenged on one occasion with Pseudomonas). In this
segment there was marked, multifocal perivascular, septal and
pleural fibrosis, with broad tags of loose fibrous connective tissue
extending out from the pleural surface. In the worst affected areas,
there was moderate thickening of the alveolar walls by an
increased amount of collagen, with almost complete obliteration of
alveolar spaces. Histological features of the control segment (RA)
from sheep DR12 were within normal limits. Histopathological
features of the infected lung segments of DR18, the sheep in which
infection had persisted for 66 days, were largely consistent with the
features seen at the other time points. However, notable features
were the predominance of lymphocytes over neutrophils and
plasma cells in sections, the presence of fibrous connective tissue in
the interlobular septa and pleura, the presence of discrete localised
areas of mature fibrosis often adjacent to bronchioles (Figure 3g),
BALT hyperplasia, mineralisation of some bead structures and the
presence in inflammatory infiltrates of haemosiderophages. In one
sheep (DR11, RVD2) the lung parenchyma contained three
coalescing cavities measuring from 5 to 8 mm in diameter and
bordered mainly by inflamed granulation tissue but also segmen-
tally by mucosal epithelium. The inflamed granulation tissue
consisted of fibroplasia, fibrosis and superimposed neovascularisa-
tion, infiltrated by numerous clusters of neutrophils and epithelioid
macrophages with formation of pyogranulomas and many
entrapped beads. The mucosal epithelium ranged from respiratory
(ciliated pseudostratified with goblet cells) to cuboidal or attenu-
ated (Figure 3d). The lumen of these cavities was either empty of
partially filled with inflammatory cells, as described above.
The FISH technique confirmed the identity of the presumptive
bacteria present in the bead substance. Evidence of colonisation
appeared to be restricted to the beads (Figure 4a, b). Whilst
electron microscopic characterisation of Pseudomonas microcolonies
in the agar beads proved elusive, bacteria were observed
occasionally in isolation, and frequently following engulfment by
phagocytic cells (Figure 4c–e).
Data from the two sheep subjected to agar instillation alone
(DR1 & DR2) indicated that there was virtually no cellular
infiltrate as a consequence of instillation. Median [range] total cell
counts (6106) in BALF from the agar-instilled segments in these
sheep were 6.27 [4.64–7.90], 5.35 [4.16–6.54], 5.60 [4.02–7.18]
and 7.62 [5.74–9.44] at day 3, 7, 14 and 21 after instillation, which
compared with values of 4.83 [4.04–5.62], 5.04 [3.60–6.48], 4.93
[4.00–5.86] and 5.34 [3.66–7.02] obtained at the same time points
from non-instilled control lung segments. In sheep DR4, segment
LVD2 was instilled with agar beads alone and the total BALF cell
count 3 days after instillation was 0.346106. Similarly in sheep
DR6, segment LCD was instilled with agar beads alone and the
total BALF cell count 6 days after instillation was 6.346106.
The median total cell count (TCC) present in BAL fluid from
the 8 control lung segments (not subject to any instillation)
sampled at PME was 7.86106 (range 0.2–18.7) and mostly
comprised alveolar macrophages (87% [72–93]), lymphocytes (4%
[1–11]) and neutrophils (3% [1–12]). In contrast, after one lung
segmental instillation of Pseudomonas the median TCC (6106) was
16.5 (range 0.4–117.3) at 3 days, 16.3 (7.7–50.2) at 6 days, 28.6
(14.2–48.4) at 10 days, 11.5 (6.8–16.2) at 31 days and 10.2 (8.0–
12.3) at 66 days. After two lung segmental instillations of
Pseudomonas the median TCC was 130.5 (37.8–178.7) at 6 days,
41.5 (18.7–86.0) at 10 days, 11.8 (11.3–14.4) at 31 days and 11.0
(8.5–13.8) at 66 days. The change in the relative proportion of
cells comprising the TCC is depicted in Figure 5 and illustrates
that the increase in TCC 3, 6 and 10 days after instillation is
accompanied by an increase in the proportion of neutrophils and a
mirrored fall in the proportion of alveolar macrophages. Another
notable feature of the differential cell response was the apparent
trend towards an increase in the proportion of lymphocytes at d10
(D7, D11 & D19), d31 (D12) and d66 (D18).
Pseudomonas infection level: In one sheep (DR4) bronchial brush
biopsy samples were collected at day 1 and day 3 after initial
instillation in order to ascertain whether Pseudomonas infection
could be detected in those samples. We were unable to detect any
evidence of infection (data not shown) and this method of sampling
was discontinued thereafter. The results of dilution analysis to
determine the level of infection present in BAL fluid and in tissue
homogenates from lung segments are presented in Table 2.
Figure 6A plots the Log10(BAL cfu/ml +1) data against time (BAL
Day), and further categorises this data on the basis of lung
segment, sheep identity and segmental protocol (control, single
and double instillation). The time-dependent resolution of the
initial infection is apparent in BAL fluid derived from previously
instilled lung segments. Levels ranged from no evidence of
infection through to 3.86105 cfu/ml of BAL fluid (DR11, RCD,
d10). With one exception (DR4, RVD2) BAL fluid derived from
previously infected lung segments contained demonstrable levels of
infection at d3 and d6 after infection. At d6 after infection, those
lung segments that received an infective dose on two occasions (d0
and d3) had increased levels of infection present in BAL fluid
relative to those that only received one infective dose (d0). By day
10, although the highest levels of infection were found in BAL fluid
derived from segments that received an infective dose on two
occasions, some segments that were similarly dosed had little
(DR19, RCD; DR7, LVD2 and DR7, LCD) or no (DR7, RCD)
evidence of infection by this time point. Levels of infection were
still demonstrable in BAL fluid derived from some lung segments
31 and 66 days after infection, with no infection demonstrable in
Ovine Model of Chronic Pseudomonas Lung Infection
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Figure 3. Histopathological features of chronic Pseudomonas lung infection in sheep. Images from histological sections that exemplify
the histopathological features of chronic P.aeruginosa lung infection in sheep. All sections were stained with haematoxylin and eosin. (A) Low power
view of a histological section derived from an inflation-fixed lung segment ten days after initial infection with P.aeruginosa (DR7, segment RC). There
is large scale obliteration of normal distal lung architecture by a fairly well-defined expanse of necrotic and viable neutrophils surrounded in turn by
macrophages (pyogranulomatous inflammation). Individual beads are readily recognised (arrows). (B) In this low power micrograph image from a
neighbouring field to that presented in (A) the pyogranulomatous core (P) replaces normal alveolar structure and is bordered by an innermost layer
of immature granulation tissue (I) and an outer layer of mature granulation tissue (M). The layers of granulation tissue obscure and replace the normal
pleura and extend to adjacent adipose tissue adhered to the pleural surface (AT). (C) Low power micrograph image (DR7, segment LCD) illustrating
the marked interlobular septal and pleural fibrosis that characterises the chronic response to P.aeruginosa lung infection in sheep. (D) Low power
micrograph image centred on a cavity (DR11, RVD2; see Figure 2E for gross appearance). The boundary of the cavity variably consists of granulation
tissue (*) and mucosal epithelium. The inflamed granulation tissue consisted of fibroplasia, fibrosis and superimposed neovascularisation, infiltrated
by numerous clusters of neutrophils and epithelioid macrophages with formation of pyogranulomas and many entrapped beads. The mucosal
Ovine Model of Chronic Pseudomonas Lung Infection
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the remainder. No evidence of infection was present in BAL fluid
derived from control lung segments.
Our necropsy protocol involved the separate consideration of
grossly normal (non-lesion) and grossly abnormal (lesion) tissue
from lung segments and we were able to ascertain the levels of
infection present in these paired sample sets (Table 2). Linear
regression analysis of the tissue infection level data indicated a
strong positive correlation between Log10(lesion cfu +1) and Log10
(non-lesion cfu +1) (r2 = 0.75; p = 0.000, Pearson correlation) with
the relationship described by Log10(lesion cfu +1) = 0.781
+1.076Log10 (non-lesion cfu +1) indicating that levels of infection
measured in non-lesion tissue surrounding areas of gross pathology
in this model are approximately six-fold less than levels found
within the areas of gross pathology. Figure 6B [lesion infectivity vs
time] plots the Log10(lesion cfu +1) data against time (Post mortem
examination (PME) Day), and further categorises this data on the
basis of lung segment, sheep identity and segmental protocol
(control, single and double instillation). Of note is the apparent
epithelium ranges from respiratory (ciliated pseudostratified with goblet cells) (m) to cuboidal (n) or attenuated (q). (E) Micrograph (DR19, LVD2)
illustrating the typical appearance of a bead surrounded by neutrophils, some of which infiltrate the bead substance. The amorphous eosinophilic
material within the bead is interpreted as P. aeruginosamicrocolonies. (F) Micrograph (DR12, RC) from an inflation fixed lung segment that shows two
beads (a, b). Whilst both beads are cuffed by neutrophils, bead b is also closely associated with some multinucleated giant cells (n). (G) Micrograph
(DR18, LC) from a lung segment infected with P.aeruginosa 66 days previously. A discrete localised island of mature fibrosis lies adjacent to a
bronchiole. (H) Micrograph (DR11, RA) from a lung segment not exposed to any intervention. There is extensive BALT hyperplasia with formation of
germinal centres surrounding a bronchiole.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0067677.g003
Figure 4. Peptide nucleic acid fluorescence in situ hybridization (PNA FISH) and transmission electron micrography (TEM) of
infected lung tissue. Serial sections from an infected segment (DR12, LCD) confirming the identity of the presumed bacterial microcolonies
growing in the agar beads. The haematoxylin and eosin stained section (a) has at its centre, a discrete circular bead containing one presumed cigar-
shaped bacterial colony (*), and partially surrounded by another predominantly circular bead structure containing a further four distinct presumed
colonies (‘). The peripheral margin of the coalesced bead matrix is surrounded by a halo of neutrophils (m) which appears to infiltrate towards the
centre from the lower right quadrant. The PNA FISH image (B) is from a section serial to (A), and confirms that the presumed colonies are indeed
made up of Pseudomonas aeruginosa bacteria (bright orange stain). TEM images confirmed that the predominant cell type surrounding beads was
the neutrophil. In many instances these cells had a highly ruffled surface architecture of microvillus-like projections (C) (bar = 10 mm). Only
occasionally were single bacteria found separate from the agar bead matrix environment, and occasionally found in blood or lymphatic vasculature
(D, *) (bar = 2 mm). Macrophages showed evidence of bacterial engulfment (E) (bar = 2 mm).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0067677.g004
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presence of infection in four control or agar-only instilled lung
segments from three sheep (DR6:LCD, DR7:RA, DR8:RA and
DR8:LCD).
Spearman’s rank order correlation analysis was applied to
determining the significance of association between Log10(lesion
cfu +1) data and absolute cell counts present in BAL fluid derived
Figure 5. Differential cytology of bronchoalveolar fluid samples. Plots illustrating the relative proportions (%) of cells found in the
bronchoalveolar lavage fluid samples, ordered according to the day after the first lung instillation (category specified at the top of the graph
columns) on which the sample was derived, and then according to the lung segment from which the sample was derived (categorised on the x-axis).
The symbols relate to the sheep from which the samples originate and can be identified from the legend. Additional information of relevance to
interpreting the graphs relates to whether the samples are derived from a control segment, in which case the symbol is faint, or whether the samples
are derived from a segment subject to two instillations of P. aeruginosa (at d0 and d3) rather than one, in which case the double-dosed segments are
identified by a dot placed within the symbol eg e reflects the single- and the double-dosed segments from DR18.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0067677.g005
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from the same segments at the time of PME. This analysis
determined that there was a significant positive correlation
between Log10(lesion cfu +1) and absolute counts of neutrophils
(Spearmans rho (rs) = 0.462, p = 0.001), eosinophils (rs = 0.321,
p = 0.025), monocytes (rs = 0.379, p = 0.007) and ‘other’ cells
(rs = 0.426, p = 0.002). The association between Log10(lesion cfu
+1) and absolute neutrophil counts in BAL fluid is depicted in
Figure 6C [Lesion infectivity vs PMNs].
Correlation between Log10(lesion cfu +1) and Log10(BAL cfu/
ml +1) data demonstrated a highly significant positive correlation
(rs = 0.574, p = 0.000). The nature of this association, described by a
linear relationship of the form Log10(lesion cfu +1) = 1.895+0.6796
Log10(BAL cfu/ml +1), is depicted in Figure 6D.
Discussion
Regional bronchoscopic instillation has been extensively used to
model lung infection in large animals and such applications have
included modelling Mycobacterium tuberculosis Infection [16,17] and
group A Streptococcal bronchopneumonia [18] in Cynomolgus
Figure 6. A. The burden of infection in bronchoalveolar fluid samples. Plot of the burden of infection found in bronchoalveolar lavage fluid
samples (Log10(BAL cfu/ml +1)) expressed in relation to time (Day) after the initial infection (category specified at the top of the graph) on which the
sample was derived. The x-axis is further categorised according to the lung segment from which the sample was derived. See legend for Figure 6 for
an explanation of the further legend categorisation applied at the level of individual symbols. B. The burden of infection in lung tissue samples. Plot
of the burden of infection found in lesion tissue samples (Log10(lesion cfu +1)) expressed in relation to time (Day) after the initial infection (category
specified at the top of the graph) on which the sample was derived. C. The association between the burden of infection and inflammation. Absolute
neutrophil counts (BAL Neutrophils (6106)) in bronchoalveolar lavage fluid samples is plotted against the burden of infection (Log10(lesion cfu +1)) in
lesion tissue derived from the same segments. The symbols relate to the sheep from which the samples originate and can be identified from the
legend. Additional information of relevance to interpreting the graphs relates to whether the samples are derived from a control segment, in which
case the symbol is faint, or whether the samples are derived from a segment subject to two instillations of Pseudomonas aeruginosa (at d0 and d3)
rather than one, in which case the double-dosed segments are identified by a dot placed within the symbol eg e reflects the single- and the
double-dosed segments from DR18. D. The association between the burden of infection in lung tissue and bronchoalveolar lavage fluid derived from
that tissue. Scatterplot illustrating the nature of the association between the burden of infection found in lesion lung tissue (Log10(lesion cfu +1)) and
that found in bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (Log10(BAL cfu/ml +1)) sampled from the same segment. Data from control segments is also shown for
comparison (faint symbols). A highly significant positive correlation (rs = 0.574, p = 0.000) exists between the variables. The solid line is the line of
identity, and the dotted line indicates the linear relationship between these variables – described by a linear relationship of the form Log10(lesion cfu
+1) = 1.895+0.6796 Log10(BAL cfu/ml +1).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0067677.g006
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Macaques, M.bovis infection in rabbits [19], respiratory Chlamydia
psittaci infection in calves [20], and Mannheimia haemolytica [21,22]
and Pseudomonas [23] pneumonia in sheep. In the last regard
Patterson and Todd (1982) [23] described a model in which
between 5.06104 and 12.46109 Pseudomonas organisms were
instilled in bronchi – a technique which was repeated 24 hours
later. The sheep were killed 3 days after the first instillation.
Pseudomonas-instilled sheep developed a persistent cough, hypox-
aemia and pulmonary hypertension associated with the develop-
ment of an acute haemorrhagic lobar pneumonia characterised at
the histological level by extensive polymorphonuclear infiltrates,
thickened alveolar septa and haemorrhagic consolidation.
One of the earliest described animal models of chronic
Pseudomonas infection was that of Cash et al (1979) who embedded
P. aeruginosa in agar beads and inoculated these beads into the
lungs of rats via the intratracheal route [24]. The inoculation
resulted in a chronic non-lethal infection that resembled the lesions
seen in the lungs of humans with acute or chronic P.aeruginosa
infection. This model system [25–28] and its adaptation to mice
[29,30] remains a popular choice to this day and has also been
employed in cats [31,32] and rhesus monkeys [33,34].
Our results indicate that there is minimal measurable response,
in terms of total bronchoalveolar cell infiltrates, to the instillation
of agar beads alone. All values and ranges for segments instilled
with agar alone lay comfortably within the observed range of
values for total cell count for control lung segments not subject to
any instillation, and are within the expected range for total
bronchoalveolar cell counts in healthy sheep in our laboratory (D
Collie, personal communication). Similarly, histopathology asso-
ciated with bead instillation was (SS)??, and the outward
appearance of the lungs from sheep instilled with agar beads
12 weeks previously was essentially normal with none of the gross
abnormalities associated with P.aer infection being observed. Our
observations are in line with data from the original rat model
system. In this model Cash et al (1979) demonstrated that agar
beads alone prompted only a mild parabronchial inflammatory
response that usually resolved within one week [24]. Similarly,
again using the rat model, Growcott et al (2011) found that sterile
agar beads elicited no change in BALF cellularity between day 2
and day 7 after instillation [26].
In contrast, distal deposition of P. aeruginosa in agar beads was
associated with the development of severe, multifocal, suppurative,
necrotising and pyogranulomatous pneumonia centred on the
instilled beads. It is appropriate to consider whether the response
to bead instillation bears resemblance to that described for
Pseudomonas infections of the human lung. The hallmarks of
Pseudomonas infections in the human lung are haemorrhage,
necrosis and abscess formation. Such infections generally arise
either as a consequence of aspiration via the airways or via
bacteraemic spread. Microscopically the spectrum includes
necrotizing acute inflammation, relatively non-inflammatory
haemorrhage into the airspaces with focal acellular necrosis, and
coagulation necrosis with necrotic pulmonary muscular veins and
arteries [35]. Several lines of evidence suggest that the vasculitis
and septic infarcts occur predominantly in pneumonia that is
secondary to bacteraemia [35]. Of these hallmark features, non-
inflammatory haemorrhage into the airspaces was not a marked
feature of the histopathology present in our sheep, neither was it
apparently a feature of the original rat model described by Cash
et al (1979) [24]. These authors also described changes in the
bronchial mucosa, involving goblet cell hyperplasia and metapla-
sia, and bronchiectasis.
Our interest in modelling Pseudomonas infection in sheep stems
from the desire to develop systems that mimic pathology associated
with chronic human infection – particularly in the context of cystic
fibrosis. Thus, we sought to determine whether the noted
responses held any parallels with pathology seen in patients with
cystic fibrosis. Baltimore, Christie and Smith (1989) [36] described
the relationship between P. aeruginosa organisms and surrounding
pathology in autopsy lung specimens derived from patients with a
diagnosis of cystic fibrosis. These authors described changes
present in larger (.1 mm diameter) and smaller (,1 mm) airways
[36]. The larger airways were frequently plugged with exudate
consisting almost entirely of neutrophils and sequestered micro-
colonies of Pseudomonas. There were erosions of the epithelium in
the airways and Pseudomonas were attached to the denuded
membrane or inflamed and granulating surface. In the smaller
airways there was often focal or total loss of bronchiolar
epithelium. Exudate plugs were associated with central bacterial
clusters or peripherally dispersed organisms. In airways lacking
epithelium, the tendency was for the lumen to fill in from the
outside to the centre with proliferation of fibrous tissue in a
granulation tissue response; in some instances, there appeared to
be preservation of lumen size, but with mural thickening by
granulation tissue and centrifugal spread of inflammation into
surrounding alveolar parenchyma. The granulation tissue response
surrounded the intra-luminal bacteria and was not invaded by
them. Tissue that had progressed to fibrosis consistently lacked
visible organisms. The observed centrifugal spread of a granula-
tion response away from a central bacterial presence holds
similarity with our observation of some granulomas being
circumscribed by circumferential rings of fibroblasts and collagen,
consistent with fibroplasia and fibrosis.
The pathophysiology of cystic fibrosis lung disease develops as a
consequence of mutations in the cystic fibrosis transmembrane
conductance regulator (CFTR) protein which is normally
expressed in the airways and distal lung. Compromised function
of this ion channel leads to dehydrated airway surfaces lined with
thickened secretions and mucus accumulations. This environment
serves as a nidus for bacterial infection. The agar bead approach
can only attempt to model the effect of chronic localisation of
Pseudomonas in the lung and does not mimic the fundamental
pathophysiology of CF. Notable recent advances in this regard
have been the targeted inactivation of the CFTR gene in the ferret
[37] and pig [38] which has resulted in CF models that, in
comparison with available mutants in mice, more closely
resembles the progression of human CF pathology. The further
development of these and other models across species will be
crucial to understanding CF pathophysiology (including the
interplay between CFTR function and bacterial infection), and
developing effective therapies for this disease.
No clinical evidence of systemic or organ compromise
developed in the sheep during infection. This contrasts with mice
where, in addition to marked weight loss, the extensive neutrophil
influx that occurs in response to the P. aeruginosa-laden beads often
causes airway obstruction, compromised gas exchange and
significant mortality [39]. Whilst weight loss also occurs in the
rat model [27], mortality is generally unexpected [27,40]. In only
targeting a small proportion of the whole lung substance,
segmental approaches in larger animals intuitively lower the
potential for respiratory compromise arising as a consequence of
the insult, and thus offer some ethical advantages over related
studies in smaller species.
Applying different protocols to different segments within the
same lung offers the potential of using certain segments as ‘within-
lung’ controls, thus reducing the confounding variability associated
with biological variability between animals. The validity of this
approach needs careful consideration in every context for which it
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is proposed – particularly in instances where active lung infection
is a feature of the model system. In this model, whilst there was no
evidence of infection present in BALF from control segments,
Pseudomonas infection was found in tissue samples from four control
segments in three sheep, out of a total of thirty samples derived
from control, or agar-only instilled, segments. The lack of evidence
for infection in the bronchoalveolar space in these control
segments, and the association with substantial pleural involvement
in the neighbouring lobe (RC) in two of the circumstances implies
the potential for contiguous spread via this (pleural) route. In a
monograph on the interrelationship of pleural and pulmonary
interstitial liquid, Wiener-Kronish and Broaddus (1993) [41] refer
to unpublished observations in which lung instillation of live
P.aeruginosa was associated with increased permeability across the
alveolar capillary membrane such that protein tracers tracked
from airspace to bloodstream and vice versa. Of particular
significance to the current study was the observed formation of
protein-rich pleural effusions which were deemed to derive from
the airspaces on account of the presence of bacteria and protein
tracer from that compartment. Certainly the histological evidence
in the sheep of interlobular septal expansion extending to the
pleural surface suggests the potential for translocation of bacteria,
or bacteria-laden cells, through pleurolymphatic communications.
These observations indicate that where there is a defined and
critical need to compare Pseudomonas-induced responses against a
true negative control, then those comparisons should be made on a
between-animal procedure-control basis.
We observed some within-animal variation in the response of
different lung segments to the same infection challenge. Such
variation is consistent with the emerging appreciation that there is
marked regional heterogeneity across the lung on several levels.
Indeed, in young adults with stable CF, and in young children with
CF experiencing exacerbations there is regional heterogeneity of
lung inflammation [42,43], in patients with COPD there are also
important regional differences in secretory IgA associated with the
site and nature of airway remodelling, inflammation and potential
susceptibility to infection [44], and it is recognised that there are
regional differences in the local responses to stress within the lung
[45]. Understanding and quantifying the extent of such variability
is a necessary prerequisite to the design of appropriately powered
segmental challenge experiments in future.
Whilst, in sheep DR18, only one of five originally infected
segments still had evidence of tissue infection at day 66 there was
histological evidence of abnormality in all the previously infected
segments – with beads still serving as foci for the pyogranuloma-
tous pneumonia. Given that, under pressure from antibiotics, a
very small proportion of P. aeruginosa persister cells survive
antibiotic exposure by going into a slow-growing dormant state
[46] it is worth speculating whether a similar phenomenon could
be operating in vivo in this model. The lack of bacterial growth may
reflect adaptation under the pressure brought about by innate and
adaptive immunity that still responds to the presence of antigen in
the bead matrices.
The trend towards an increase in the relative proportion of
lymphocytes detected in BAL fluid as time after initial infection
extended beyond d10 is of some interest, and gels with the
histological evidence of a lymphocyte predominance in the sheep
infected for 66 days. Whilst cystic fibrosis is characterised by a
neutrophil-dominated inflammation present in the airway lumen,
the bronchial mucosa is characterised by the recruitment and
accumulation of lymphocytes [47,48]. Certainly BALT hyperpla-
sia was a noted feature of the response to Pseudomonas beads
instillation in the sheep model and the shift in bias from the early
neutrophil response towards the later lymphocytic response
perhaps suggests that the successful host response towards
Pseudomonas, evidenced by the fall in tissue bacterial burden,
requires the inflammatory influx and eventual migration of
lymphocytes into the airspaces.
This study also provided the opportunity to assess the sensitivity
and specificity of quantitative cultures of BAL fluid in detecting the
presence of Pseudomonas infection in this model. The levels of
infection detectable in BAL fluid were generally very low and
contrasted with higher levels of infection measured in tissue. It is of
interest to contrast these observations with studies aimed at
determining the association between quantitative culture of lower
respiratory tract secretions and the diagnosis of ventilator
associated pneumonia (VAP) in patients. In a benchmark study
involving the immediate post-mortem sampling of lung tissue from
still-ventilated patients Chastre et al (1984) [49] established that, in
six patients with pneumonia confirmed by histologic criteria, all
had at least one microorganism obtained at a concentration of
.104 cfu/g of lung tissue. This, and a subsequent study by
Chastre and colleagues [50], demonstrated a good correlation
between lung tissue cultures and protected specimen brush (PSB)
and BAL cultures in patients without prior antibiotic treatment
and these studies have helped to establish 103 and 104 cfu/ml as
the thresholds to distinguish colonization from alveolar infection in
PSB and BAL sample cultures respectively. If we applied such
criteria to this model, using the presence of .104 Pseudomonas cfu/
g of lung tissue as the gold standard indicator of infection, then the
sensitivity of BAL sample culture would only be 5% and the
specificity 36%. Even relaxing the threshold to simply identifying
the presence of $1 cfu/g only raises the sensitivity to 75% and the
specificity falls to 18%. Quantitative culture of BAL fluid is
therefore an insensitive method to detect the presence of tissue
infection in this model. Whether the nature of the model, in
deliberately lodging beads in the airspaces and allowing colony
growth to proceed within the confines of the agar environment,
restricts the ability of lavage fluid to reflect the actual bacterial
burden in the distal lung must remain conjectural but does raise
the issue of relevance to chronic Pseudomonas infection in patients,
where Pseudomonas organisms may similarly find their niche in a
protective biofilm and prove potentially difficult to sample by
BAL. Whilst there appears to be a paucity of data in the literature
with which to compare BAL fluid and tissue bacterial burdens in
the Pseudomonas bead model, one recent study in mice examined
both compartments and determined that 7–14 days after inocu-
lation of agar beads containing 56107 P. aeruginosa the bacterial
load in lung tissue was approximately 16105 cfu/g lung tissue,
whereas only 33% of those mice were positive on culture of BAL
fluid [51] – a finding that reflects our experience using the sheep
segmental model. Notably, in a recently developed large animal
model of experimental pneumonia induced by the inoculation of a
suspension of 106 cfu P. aeruginosa in ventilated piglets [52], BAL
cultures obtained 96 h after inoculation in five piglets yielded P.
aeruginosa in a concentration .104 cfu/ml in four, and .105 cfu/
ml in the remaining piglet. The associated lung tissue cultures
showed growth of P. aeruginosa in a concentration .104 cfu/g in all
the samples evaluated.
In summary, we have demonstrated in this study that
endobronchial instillation of sheep with Pseudomonas-laden agar
beads can lead to the development of a chronic, suppurative,
necrotising and pyogranulomatous pneumonia centred on the
instilled beads. Whilst in the majority of instances infection
remains localised at the point of instillation, on the occasional
instance there was transfer to neighbouring areas of the lung.
Following an initial predominant neutrophilic response the burden
of infection decreased over time but was still apparent in some
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segments 66 days after initial infection. Sheep exhibited neither
overt evidence of systemic malaise, nor evidence of respiratory
compromise during infection. Whilst histological features of the
ovine bead model of chronic Pseudomonas infection are consistent
with those previously documented using the same model in other
species and with the major features of Pseudomonas infection in
patients with cystic fibrosis the predominant localisation of
pathology in the distal lung parenchyma is at variance with the
early bronchiolar localisation of inflammation in the CF lung, and
does not therefore mimic the pathophysiology of CF. Quantitative
culture of BAL fluid proved poorly sensitive in detecting clinically
relevant levels of infection (.104 cfu/g) in lung tissue.
The benefits of using large animals as models for respiratory
disease relate to the closer anatomic and physiologic relevance of
these systems to the human lung, and their largely faithful
reproduction of the principal pathophysiological elements of
human lung disease. In addition, such systems facilitate the
application of a variety of bronchoscopic and imaging modalities
that bear immediate relevance to their clinical usage, and hence
can be considered truly translational in that sense. Lastly, the
adoption of a segmental approach to lung infection carries
significant ethical advantage in that the animal suffers no obvious
clinical compromise and provides a mechanism whereby differ-
ential treatments may be evaluated within the same animal over
the same course of time. The potential value of this system relates
to both understanding the immune and inflammatory mechanisms
that underlay such lung infections, and their resolution, as well as
in providing a translational platform to evaluate novel therapeutic
approaches, for which there is widely recognised need at the
present time.
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